
Case Study

Merchant ReFi’s 
Digital Transformation 
with ReadyMode

Say Hi to Merchant ReFi

Merchant ReFi has been working in the business funding industry since 2008. The majority of their 
staff and partners have been business owners themselves, or have been responsible for overseeing 
the day-to-day operations of a business. In other words, they understand just how important it is to 
have access to fast and easy working capital. With more than $100 million in funding provided to 
thousands of businesses, they have helped business owners across the United States bring their 
dreams to life.
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Since partnering with ReadyMode, Merchant ReFi has...

Merchant ReFi was looking to 
step away from manual 

dialing and tried to find a 
solution that could scale 
with them and offer an 

all-in-one solution.

This proved to be difficult as 
no dialer they assessed 

could fit their needs.

When their initial test with a 
competing dialer failed due to 
inefficiency, complications in 

processing their data and 
leads, and an overall a 

negative ROI, Merchant ReFi 
set out to once again find a 

dialing solution that lives up 
to its promise.

Moving over to ReadyMode, 
Merchant ReFi was able to 

re-assess their true solution 
requirements.

Once onboarded, they were 
able to capitalize on our 
many feature sets like 

built-in CRM and reporting to 
achieve their growth goals.

Challenge Solution Outcome

Seats
10+ and Growing!

Live Answers
500 per Agent



The Original Set Up

Merchant ReFi started out using manual dialing, like many businesses o�ten do as they start 
small and scale from there. 
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“Originally, we were outbound dialing from paper leads 
on office hard phones, and my team was making so 
many phone calls they were rubbing out the numbers 
on the buttons - it was all manual.”

Jack Jeter 
CEO & Founder | Merchant ReFi 

As they got more sophisticated, they moved to a VOIP system that had an uploaded list that was 
connected to their CRM.

Transition

The operations team at Merchant ReFi is always analyzing data and processes for areas of 
improvement. This triggered a digital transformation for their dialing sales teams.

When they started to assess their predictive dialing options, they initially opted for what they 
believed to be their ideal choice, but came to the realization that the development of the 
platform was not nearly as sophisticated as they needed. Their previous provider built an ad-hoc 
solution tailored to their needs that ultimately failed to live up to expectations as it was taxing to 
maintain, buggy, and le�t them with lost dialing time.

This forced them to transition back to a simplified manual VOIP dialing process until they could 
figure out what solution would work best for them.

Journey to ReadyMode

Eventually, Merchant ReFi was referred to ReadyMode by a colleague who uses ReadyMode at 
their business. Their cooperative relationship allowed them to discuss solutions such as 
ReadMode’s outbound dialing - ultimately something that fit perfectly for what Merchant ReFi 
needed.

The key aspect of Merchant ReFi’s vetting process was to make sure that the solution offered by 
ReadyMode would work for all team members: operations, sales, and support.
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About ReadyMode

ReadyMode is an all-in-one call center solution for today’s call centers and sales organizations. 
Its predictive dialer so�tware can triple talk time by supporting up to 28 outbound lines per 
agent, while its ACD system allows for unlimited inbound queues and built-in CRM offers 
industry-leading analytics and reporting. With over 1,700 active customers and 10,000 individual 
users, ReadyMode is revolutionizing how organizations start sales conversations.

During the journey of discovering ReadyMode, what was highlighted as a key feature (outside of 
the powerful dialer) was the built-in CRM. Merchant ReFi was previously working manually with 
printing, highlighting, and crossing off lists and was in need of as much automation as possible.

The key to saving hundreds of hours a year for reps was the ability for them to take notes, share 
and update contact information, and integrate their technology stack. These were powerful 
drivers for Merchant ReFi’s adoption of ReadyMode.

ReadyMode’s lead management is able to handle their requirements by:

Additionally, ReadyMode’s reporting capabilities have helped Merchant ReFi take control of their 
outbound sales dialing operations. With all their data in one place, they have been able to keep 
make more informed, data driven decisions.

After Onboarding

ReadyMode has been able to help change the way that Merchant ReFi does business. The overall 
success indicator is not just about reaching more people, but also achieving success a�ter 
connecting with their prospects by having peace of mind and time knowing that ReadyMode’s 
dialing solution is able to automate their operation.

Manage Leads 
More Effectively

Qualify, nurture, and close 
leads all in one place. Keep 
your pipeline uncluttered so 

agents prioritize the most 
important deals.

Custom Dispositions 
and Queues

Agent and Dial-List 
Prioritization

Build better workflows. 
Prioritize leads to fit your 

agents’ processes using custom 
call dispositions and queues.

Automate lead assignment. 
Match agents with custom 

dialing lists through queues 
based on skill level and lead 

importance.


